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ABSTRACT

This paper presents hybridization of Random Forest (RF) and Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgb), named RF(Xgb) to improve the tree-based algorithms in learning style prediction. Learning style of specific users in an online learning system is determined based on their interaction and behavior towards the system. The most common online learning theory used in determining the learning style is the Felder-Silverman’s Learning Style Model (FSLSM). Many researchers have proposed machine learning algorithms to establish learning style by using the log file attributes. This helps in determining the learning style automatically. However, current researches still perform poorly, where the range of accuracy is between 58% - 89%. Hence, RF(Xgb) is proposed to help in improving the learning style prediction. This hybrid algorithm was further enhanced by optimizing its parameters. From the experiments, RF(Xgb) was proven to be more effective, with accuracy of 96% compared to J48 and LSID-ANN algorithm from previous literature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Learning style is known as way of learning or preference by the learner on how materials are presented, how to work with it and how to internalize information [1-2]. Identifying a student’s learning style has several benefits, such as making students aware of their strength and weaknesses when it comes to learning. It is also meant to be used in determining the learning preferences of each student either in a traditional classroom or through an online learning based system [3]. An online learning based system can be defined as an online system where there is an interaction between students and system [4]. Initially, in an online learning based system, the learning style of the user is determined by using available learning style questionnaires based on selected learning style model and the most commonly used learning style model is the FSLSM which also incorporates different elements from different learning style models such as [5]. However, when students are asked to fill in the questionnaire, they take longer time to fill it as the questions are long and they refuse spending too much time on the questionnaire which causes them to put in random answers [6]. Therefore, researchers came out with an alternative where they determine the learning style automatically [5]. This is done by collecting log files of the interactive behavior of the user with the system. The content of the log files consists of several related attributes matched to the system such as the number of visits, characteristics and types of objects chosen, sequences of actions and selected search terms, number of visits, time spent and performance. It also includes the activities tracked such as the searching, enroll in exam, quiz, self-assessment test, using forum, sending email and discussion board including reading or downloading of materials from the system [5, 7]. These attributes were then matched with the learning style model. Then, the result is further analyzed using machine learning algorithms until the learning style of the user is determined.
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Researchers have applied some widely used techniques such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Naïve Bayes (NB) and Decision Tree (DT), and fuzzy logic in predicting student academic performance [8]. Tree based learning algorithms are considered to be one of the best and mostly used supervised learning methods. Tree based methods empower predictive models with high accuracy, stability and ease of interpretation. Unlike linear models, they map non-linear relationships quite well. Methods like RF and Xgb are used in all kinds of data science problems [9]. From previous research, there are two papers in learning style prediction that use decision tree algorithms [10-11]. Both of these papers manage to increase the percentage of accuracy in learning style prediction compared to previous papers. However, there are still a gap within the usage of the stated algorithm in terms of the accuracy of the result obtained. One of the approaches to enhance the performance of the algorithms is by performing hyperparameter optimization in the selected algorithms. Hyperparameter optimization is the process of choosing a set of optimal hyperparameters for a learning algorithm. Identifying a good value for hyperparameters, λ where λ = parameter, is called hyperparameter optimization [12]. The critical step in hyperparameter optimization is to choose the set of trials λ^1…λ^s.

Machine learning systems are abounding with hyperparameters. Hyperparameter optimization is the minimization of parameter over a subset of parameter. This function is sometimes called the response surface in the experiment design literature. Different datasets, tasks, and learning algorithm families give rise to different sets of parameters and functions [13]. Choosing the best hyperparameters are both crucial and frustratingly difficult. Hyperparameters are chosen to optimize the validation loss after complete training of the model parameters [14]. The critical step in hyperparameter optimization is to choose the set of trials λ^1…λ^s. The most commonly used technique in hyperparameter optimization is a grid search technique. Grid search requires choosing a set of values for each variable. It is simple to implement and parallelization is trivial. Other than that, it is also is reliable in low dimensional spaces [12]. The other crucial step to further improve the performance of the algorithms is by doing a hybrid. Numerous methods have been suggested for the creation of hybrid of classifiers [15]. Although many methods of hybrid have been proposed, yet there is no clear picture of which method is the best [16]. Thus, an active area of research in supervised learning is the study of methods for the construction of good hybrid algorithms. Hybrid algorithms is obtained by combining a portion of elements from existing elements and composing a meaningful combination. This results in strengthening the techniques combined to provide a stable and accurate results. Selecting the relevant algorithms produced efficient combinations. Many researchers have actively worked on combining multiple algorithms together for mining [17-18]. Although there are many methods proposed for hybrid algorithms, yet there is no clear picture of which method is the best [19].

In this paper, Xgb was chosen to be incorporated in the RF algorithms. Xgb is known to have an ability to help a weak learner grows into a strong learner. The advantage of using Xgb method, is that it improves the trees by increasing the weight of one tree after another [20]. One important hyperparameter in Xgb is the learning rate. Commonly, in Xgb, the lower the learning rate means it is better for testing error, but this will result in increasing more trees. With that, the hybrid between RF and Xgb may result in better performance of accuracy. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology of the hybrid algorithms proposed in this paper. In Section 3, the results of the hybrid algorithm are evaluated and compared with other results reported in the literature. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. THE HYBRID OF OPTIMIZED RANDOM FOREST AND EXTREME GRADIENT BOOSTING RF(Xgb)

2.1. Data selection

The datasets used in this research is taken from a research done by [11]. The data is collected from the year 2012 to 2016. It contains a record of 507 students enrolled in the Computer Technology courses which have successfully completed the Computer Programming 1 subject. This dataset consists of 15 different attributes. As mentioned by [11] the attributes selected is based on relevancy and the suitability designed as referred from previous research by [21-22]. Table 1 shows the summary of the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source of Dataset</td>
<td>Computer Technology courses from University of Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of instances</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of attributes</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of dataset.
2.2. Performance metrices

The performance measures which are considered in this paper is the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. It is measured by the percentage of accuracy using confusion matrix. Confusion matrix contains information about actual and predicted classifications done by a classification system [23]. In confusion matrix, the evaluation is based on some standards and terms, such as true positive (TP), False negative (FN), false positive (FP), and true negative (TN). From the terms, some equation can be deduced such as the equation for accuracy value. Accuracy is needed to determine how often the classifier is correct. The equation is shown in (1).

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP+TN}{TP+TN+FP+FN} \quad (1)
\]

2.3. Incorporating the extreme gradient boosting function in the random forest

Boosting is based on weak learners (high bias, low variance). In terms of decision trees, weak learners are shallow trees, sometimes even as small as decision stumps (trees with two leaves). The boosting continue to update the weights of training set based on previous weaker learner to improve the importance of data which are classified wrongly. The illustration diagram of the parameter is shown in Figure 1. In this paper, the function of rounds, eta, α, and λ is incorporated in the RF algorithms to form the hybrid algorithm, RF(Xgb). This function is selected, as it has the ability to control the number of iterations needed in build the tree in order to get an optimal tree-based model which results in a better prediction accuracy. The role of this function taken in the Xgb is to improve the majority vote value in RF and at the same time help in improving the formation of individual tree in the process of bagging methods in RF. RF(Xgb) helps in improving the RF model in reducing the OOB error value which eventually increased the accuracy value in the model. This is because RF tends to overfit its model, as it has the problem in deciding the most optimal number of tree. The overall flow of the proposed RF(Xgb) is discussed in Section 2.4.

Figure 1. Illustration diagram for parameter in Xgb

2.4. The overall flow of the proposed RF (Xgb)

Figure 2 shows the working flow diagram of RF(Xgb) algorithm. First, the dataset is specified. The RF(Xgb) is adjusted accordingly by using hyperparameter optimization to obtain the most optimal parameter. Next, from the optimal parameter, RF(Xgb) is used to detect the user learning style, based on the FSLSM model and evaluated using different performance measure which are accuracy and ROC curve. In this paper, training dataset D is used to specify the supporting parameter of model t as shown in Algorithm 1. Given a training dataset, \( D=x_1, x_2,\ldots,x_n \), each training instance is represented as \( x_i=x_i1, x_i2,\ldots,x_in \) and \( D \) contains the following attributes \( k1, k2,\ldots,kn \). First, the tree is specified with 10-fold cross validation and the ntree bootstrap samples is draw. For each bootstrap samples, unpruned tree is grew by choosing the best split based of random samples of mtry prediction at each node. Then, value of t is specified and mtry is optimized to reduce OOB error. The optimized value of Xgb; nround, c, eta, λ, and α is determined and insert in model t along with the specified parameter for RF that was determined earlier. The optimized parameter values is shown in Table 2. Model t is then applied to a test set \( D_i \) which contains a subset of training dataset. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 2. The working flow diagram of RF(Xgb)

Algorithm 1 RF(Xgb)
1: procedure RF(Xgb) \((ntree,mtry,nrounds,c,eta,\alpha,\lambda)\)
2: for each class, \(c_i \in \mathcal{D}\), do
3: Specify the trControl with 5 fold of cross-validation and grid search
4: end for
5: for RF functions do
6: Draw \(ntree\) bootstrap samples
7: For each bootstrap sample, grow un-pruned tree by choosing best split based of random sample of \(mtry\) prediction at each node
8: t: optimize \(mtry\) to reduce OOB error
9: end for
10: for \(t\), use \((D)\), do
11: specify the supporting parameter of model \(t\) and \(ntree\)
12: Determine best \(mtry\) value
13: end for
14: for Xgb Functions do
15: t: optimize \(nrounds, c, eta, \lambda, \alpha\) to reduce OOB
16: Create new model \(t1\) combine the function from Step 5 and Step 6
17: end for
18: for Function \(t1\) do
19: Predict the result using testing data based on final model \(t1\)
20: end for
21: Print the result
22: return
23: end procedure

Table 2. Optimized parameter value for RF(Xgb)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ntree)</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mtry)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nround)</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(eta)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\lambda)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHMS

3.1. Accuracy value

This section discusses the overall result on the use of RF(Xgb) algorithm in predicting the learning style of the user. From Table 3, it shows that the result of accuracy is consistent in the range of 0.91% to 0.98%. It is noticed that when doing the hybrid the range of accuracy for all of the learning style dimension is in a constant range. This breaks the gap from previous research in the area of predicting the learning style using an automated approach done by several researchers. In the previous researches, some researchers had problem of not getting a good accuracy for certain dimension while few researches exclude some dimensions as they are not compatible with their models. However, by using RF(Xgb), a better accuracy was obtained in detecting the learning style of the user.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSLSM Dimension</th>
<th>RF(Xgb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. ROC and AUC value

In order to evaluate further the effectiveness of the model, ROC curve is included in this paper. The concept of an ROC curve is based on the notion of a "separator" (or decision) variable. The plot of TPF (sensitivity) versus FPF (1-specificity) across varying cut-offs generates a curve in the unit square called an ROC curve. ROC curve corresponding to progressively greater discriminant are located progressively closer to the upper-left-hand corner in "ROC space". The ROC curve lie on the diagonal line reflects the performance of the prediction test that is no better than chance level, i.e. a test which yields the positive or negative results unrelated to the true class label. The slope of an ROC curve at any point is equal to the ratio of the two density functions describing, respectively, the distribution of the separator variable in the class label. The area under the curve (AUC) summarizes the entire location of the ROC curve rather than depending on a specificity operating point.

The AUC is an effective and combined measure of sensitivity and specificity that describes the inherent validity of determining the class label. If two tests are to be compared, it is desirable to compare the entire ROC curve rather than at a particular point. The maximum AUC = 1 means that the model is perfect in the differentiation between the class. This happens when the distribution of the class label do not overlap. AUC = 0.5 means the chance discrimination that curve located on diagonal line in ROC space. The minimum AUC should be considered a chance level i.e. AUC = 0.5 while AUC = 0 means test incorrectly classify all subjects with class A to class B and class B to class A. Overall, the ROC curve for each of the dimension is shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3(a), the AUC value is 0.9983. The value which shows the prediction is almost perfect as mention in before that the maximum AUC=1, which means that the diagnostic test is perfect in the differentiation between visual and verbal class. The percentage of accuracy for input dimension is 0.97% which is high enough in terms of the classification accuracy.

As for the processing dimension, the percentage of accuracy is 0.98% which contribute in the high value of AUC which is 0.9989. The curve of the processing dimension is almost perfect where the curve located progressively closer to the upper-left hand corner in ROC space. The curve is shown in Figure 3(b). For perception dimension as shown in Figure 3(c), the percentage of accuracy is 0.98% while the AUC value is 1.0. As mention in the previous paragraph, when AUC = 1, it means that the model is perfect in the differentiation between the class where in this dimension it means for the class sensing and intuitive learners. Lastly, the understanding dimension produce a slightly low percentage of accuracy compared to other dimension, but it still manage to produce a better result compared to previous literature [11, 24-25]. The AUC value is 0.9833 as shown in Figure 3(d) where in this case is still in the category of almost perfect value. The ROC curve for understanding dimension is also nearly perfect as the curve located progressively closer to the upper left-hand corner in the "ROC space".
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